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[57] ABSTRACT 

An improved high impact metal clubhead With a unique 
reinforced composite face Wall, increased radius of gyration, 
and a positive lift air foil surface contour. The composite 
face Wall includes an impact supporting Wall rigidi?ed by a 
pattern of integrally cast reinforcing bars that extend 
forwardly, rather than rearWardly, from the supporting Wall. 
The reinforced supporting Wall is covered by a very hard 
plastic ball striking insert that is cast in situ over the 
supporting Wall. The increase in radius of gyration is accom 
plished by extending the heel and toe portions of the 
clubhead along the face Wall further from the geometric 
center of the head, beyond present day parameters for high 
impact clubheads. And the positive lift is effected by con 
touring the top Wall of the clubhead doWnWardly and 
rearWardly from the base Wall more severely almost to the 
plane of the sole plate, and ?attening the rear Wall so it is 
almost co-planar With the sole plate. This con?guration 
results in the top Wall being equal to or greater in length than 
the combined length of the sole plate and rear Wall in a 
vertical plane extending through the clubhead along the 
target line. The laWs of continuity of matter and the air foil 
shape of the top Wall eliminate the negative lift or drag in 
today’s “Woods” and offer the possibility of some positive 
lift to increase ball overspin. 

22 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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GOLF CLUB HEAD WITH INCREASED 
RADIUS OF GYRATION AND FACE 

REINFORCEMENT 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application is a continuation of reissue application 
Ser. No. 08/369,910, ?led Jan. 09, 1995, now abandoned, 
which is a reissue of application Sen No. 07/882,561, ?led 
May 13, 1992, now US. Pat. No. 5,301,941. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Investment casting techniques innovated in the late 1960s 
have revolutionized the design, construction and perfor 
mance of golf clubheads up to the present time Initially only 
novelty putters and irons Were investment cast, and it Was 
only until the early years of the 1980s that investment cast 
metal Woods achieved any degree of commercial success. 
The initial iron clubheads that Were investment cast in the 
very late 1960s and early 1970s innovated the cavity backed 
clubheads made possible by investment casting Which 
enabled the molder and tool designer to form rather severe 
surface changes in the tooling that Were not possible in prior 
manufacturing techniques for irons Which Were predomi 
nantly at that time forgings. The forging technology Was 
expensive because of the repetition of forging impacts and 
the necessity for progressive tooling that rendered the forg 
ing process considerably more expensive than the invest 
ment casting process and that distinction is true today 
although there have been recent techniques in forging tech 
nology to increase the severity of surface contours able them 
at considerable expense. 

The investment casting process, sometimes knoWn as the 
lost Wax process, permits the casting of complex shapes 
found bene?cial in golf club technology, because the 
ceramic material of the mold is formed by dipping a Wax 
master impression repeatedly into a ceramic slurry With 
drying periods in-betWeen and With a silica coating that 
permits undercutting and abrupt surface changes almost 
Without limitation since the Wax is melted from the interior 
of the ceramic mold after complete hardening. 

This process Was adopted in the 1980s to manufacture 
“Wooden” clubheads and Was found particularly successful 
because the construction of these heads requires interior 
undercuts and thin Walls because of their stainless steel 
construction. The metal Wood clubhead, in order to conform 
to commonly acceptable clubhead Weights on the order of 
195 to 210 grams When constructed of stainless steel, must 
have extremely thin Wall thicknesses on the order of 0.020 
to 0.070 inches on the perimeter Walls to a maximum of 
0.125 inches on the forWard Wall Which is the ball striking 
surface. This ball striking surface, even utilizing a high 
strength stainless steel such as 17-4, Without reinforcement, 
must have a thickness of at least 0.125 inches to maintain its 
structural integrity for the high clubhead speed player of 
today Who not uncommonly has speeds in the range of 100 
to 150 feet per second at ball impact. 

Faced With this dilemma of manufacturing a clubhead of 
adequate strength While limiting the Weight of the clubhead 
in a driving metal Wood in the range of 195 to 210 grams, 
designers have found it dif?cult to increase the perimeter 
Weighting effect of the clubhead. 

In an iron club, perimeter Weighting is an easier task 
because for a given sWing Weight, iron clubheads can be 
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2 
considerably heavier than metal Woods because the iron 
shafts are shorter. So attempts to increase perimeter Weight 
ing over the past decade has been more successful in irons 
than “Wooden” clubheads. Since the innovation of invest 
ment casting in iron technology in the late 1960s, this 
technique has been utilized to increase the perimeter Weight 
ing of the clubhead or more particularly a redistribution of 
the Weight of the head itself aWay from the hitting area to the 
perimeter around the hitting area, usually by providing a 
perimeter Wall extending rearWardly from the face that 
results in a rear cavity behind the ball striking area. Such a 
clubhead con?guration has been found over the last tWo plus 
decades to enable the average golfer, as Well as the 
professional, to realize a more forgiving hitting area and by 
that We mean that somewhat off-enter hits from the geomet 
ric face of the club results in shots substantially the same as 
those hits on the geometric center of the club. Today it is not 
uncommon to ?nd a majority of professional golfers playing 
in any tournament With investment cast perimeter Weighted 
irons con?rming the validity of this perimeter Weighting 
technology. 

Metal Woods by de?nition are perimeter Weighted 
because in order to achieve the Weight limitation of the 
clubhead described above With stainless steel materials, it is 
necessary to construct the Walls of the clubhead very thin 
Which necessarily produces a shell-type construction Where 
the rearWardly extending Wall extends from the perimeter of 
the forWard ball striking Wall, and this results in an inher 
ently perimeter Weighted club, not by design but by a logical 
requirement. 

In the Raymont, US. Pat. No. 3,847,399 issued Nov. 12, 
1974, assigned to the assignee of the present invention, a 
system is disclosed for increasing the perimeter Weighting 
effect of a golf club by a pattern of reinforcing elements in 
the ball striking area that permits the ball striking area to be 
lighter than normal, enabling the designer to utilize that 
Weight saved on the forWard face by adding it to the 
perimeter Wall and thereby enhancing perimeter Weighting. 

This technique devised by Mr. Raymont Was adopted in 
the late 1980s by many tool designers of investment cast 
metal Woods to increase the strength of the forWard face of 
the metal Woods to maintain the requirement for total overall 
head Weight and to redistribute the Weight to the relatively 
thin investment cast perimeter Walls permitting these Walls 
to not only have greater structural integrity and provide 
easier molding and less rejects, but also to enhance the 
perimeter Weighting of these metal Woods. Most major 
companies in the golf industry manufacturing metal Woods 
in the late 1980s Were licensed under the Raymont patent. 

In 1991, the Allen. US. Pat. No. 5,060,951 issued entitled 
“Metal Headed Golf Club With Enlarged Face”, also 
assigned to the assignee of the present invention, and it 
discloses an investment cast metal Wood With an enlarged 
club face depth (height) on the order of at least 1.625 inches. 
Such a face depth Was not formerly believed possible 
because of the requirement for face structural integrity under 
the high impact loads at 100 to 150 feet per second, and the 
Weight requirements of the clubhead of 195 to 210 grams. In 
this Allen patent, a labyrinth of reinforcing elements similar 
to Mr. Raymont’s Was utilized not to re-distribute face 
Weight but instead to enlarge face area While maintaining 
overall clubhead Weight. An ancillary and important advan 
tage of this development, utilized by many present day 
designers of “jumbo” metal Wood heads, is the fact that an 
enlarged club face produces a sWeet spot enlargement far 
greater than the enlargement of the club face itself. 

There are hoWever limitations on the effectiveness of the 
reinforcing elements on the face Wall of investment cast 
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clubs and particularly metal Woods. Because investment cast 
metal Woods must have hollow interiors, these interiors must 
be formed by removable core pieces. To the present day face 
Wall reinforcement has been effected in accordance With the 
above Raymont and Allen patents by forming integral ribs 
and bars on the rear surface of the forWard ball striking Wall. 
In order to effect this rib pattern, the core pieces that form 
the rear surface of the ball striking Wall, as Well as the ribs 
themselves, must be WithdraWn rearWardly in order to clear 
the ribs. However, the perimeter Wall extending rearWardly 
from the forWard Wall inhibits the direct rearWard removal 
of these core pieces from the forWard Wall during the casting 
operation. Therefore, it has been commonplace to either 
make these reinforcing elements very shalloW on the order 
of 0.030 to 0.050 inches in rearWard depth or to rearWardly 
taper the ribs almost to a point extending rearWardly from 
the forWard face so that these core pieces can move laterally 
someWhat as they are removed from the forWard Wall at the 
completion of the casting cycle. 

These limitations detract from the effectiveness of the 
reinforcing elements and their capability of achieving a 
lighter front ball striking Wall. As described in the Raymont 
patent, the effectiveness of the reinforcement of the forWard 
Wall is determined by the “I” or “T” beam con?guration of 
the reinforcing elements. The amount of reinforcement is 
determined in part by the depth and Width of the reinforcing 
Walls in a plane transverse of the ball striking Wall at its point 
furthest from the ball striking Wall. In an “I” beam 
con?guration, the Width of the cross piece aWay from the 
forWard Wall, can be selected as desired but is extremely 
dif?cult to mold because of the undercut on the rear Web. 
Such increase in Web Width and augmentation of the depth 
of the reinforcement has not to this date been possible prior 
to the present invention, and hence the full advantages of 
increased perimeter Weighting, superior face reinforcement, 
and face enlargement have not been thus far fully exploited. 

Another problem addressed by the present invention is the 
achievement of increasing the bene?ts of perimeter Weight 
ing by simply adding Weight to the perimeter of the clubhead 
itself. This technique of course has found considerable 
success in loW impact clubheads such as putters, Where 
overall clubhead Weight is in no Way critical, and in fact in 
many loW impact clubs that have found considerable com 
mercial success, the clubheads Weigh many times that of 
metal Wood heads, sometimes three or four times as heavy. 

To this date, hoWever, increased perimeter Weighting has 
not been found easy because of the Weight and impact 
strength requirements in metal Woods. An understanding of 
perimeter Weighting must necessarily include a discussion of 
the parameter radius of gyration. The radius of gyration in a 
golf clubhead is de?ned as the radius from the geometric or 
ball striking axis of the club along the club face to points of 
clubhead mass under consideration. Thus in effect the radius 
of gyration is the moment arm or torquing arm for a given 
mass under consideration about the ball striking point. The 
total moments acting on the ball during impact is de?ned as 
the sum of the individual masses multiplied by their moment 
arms or radii of gyration. And this sum of the moments can 
be increased then by either increasing the length of the 
individual moment arms or by increasing the mass or force 
acting at that moment arm or combinations of the tWo. 

Since it is not practical, except for the techniques dis 
cussed in the above Raymont and Allen patents, to add 
Weight to the perimeter Wall because or the Weight limita 
tions of metal Woods and particularly the driving Woods, one 
alternative is to increase the moment arm or radius of 
gyration. This explains the popularity of today’s “jumbo” 
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4 
Woods although many of such Woods do not have enlarged 
faces because of the requirement for structural integrity in 
the front face. 

Another problem arises from the aerodynamics of today’s 
metal Woods as Well as those of the “Wooden” type. The top 
Wall in many metal and Wooden Woods has an aerodynamic 
shape but due lo the con?guration of the sole plate and the 
back Wall, there is no possible air foil lift generated in the 
normal clubhead impact speed range of 100 to 150 feet per 
second. In fact, there can be a negative lift or doWnWard drag 
on the clubhead as the head moves through the hitting area 
due to the fact that the length of the air stream passing under 
the clubhead is greater than the length of the air stream 
passing over the top Wall because the sum of the length of 
the sole plate and back Wall in a vertical plane passing doWn 
the target line through the clubhead is greater than the length 
of the top Wall in the same plane. Applying the laW of 
continuity to these parameters results in the air stream along 
the bottom of the clubhead having a loWer pressure than the 
air stream passing along the top of the clubhead and hence 
a resulting doWnWard force on the clubhead as it passes 
through the hitting area at high speed. 

It is a plurality object of the present invention to amelio 
rate the problems of interior face reinforcement, increasing 
the radius of gyration, and improving the aerodynamic 
characteristics of a high impact golf clubhead. 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

In accordance With the present invention, an improved 
high impact metal clubhead is provided With a unique 
composite face Wall, increased radius of gyration, and a 
positive lift air foil contour. 

ToWard these ends, the composite face Wall includes an 
impact supporting Wall that is investment cast With the 
remainder of the head(Without the sole plate Which is a 
separate piece as cast). This impact supporting Wall is 
rigidi?ed by a pattern of integrally cast reinforcing bars that 
extend forWardly from the forWard Wall rather than rear 
Wardly as described in the above discussed Raymont and 
Allen patents. This reinforcing pattern has a depth of 
approximately 0.150 inches Which is signi?cantly greater 
than reinforcing patterns possible on the rear of the ball 
striking faces of prior constructions. This increased depth 
provides far greater supporting Wall reinforcement. It is also 
easily cast because the core piece that forms these deep 
depth reinforcing elements are removed by a direct forWard 
WithdraWal unencumbered by the perimeter Wall that inhib 
its rearWard core WithdraWal inside the clubhead. In the 
exemplary embodiment of this pattern of reinforcing bars, 
the reinforcing bars are formed into hexagonal unit cells 
having a major diameter of 0.500 inches, although other 
geometric patterns are Within the scope of the present 
invention. 

This reinforced supporting Wall is covered by a very hard 
plastic ball striking insert that is cast in situ(in place) over 
the supporting Wall. That is, after the head is investment cast, 
the forWard Wall is cleaned and vulcaniZed With a bonding 
agent and placed in a mold that carries the con?guration of 
the outer surface of the insert and an elastomeric material is 
either poured or injected under pressure into the mold to 
form the insert. One material that has been found successful 
is a Shore D 75 hardness polyurethane, Which results in a 
very hard high frequency ball striking surface. This plastic 
insert, not only provides a very hard ball striking surface, but 
more importantly because it is intimately bonded to the 
forWard Wall and the reinforcing bars, it provides an effec 
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tive “I” beam support With the bars for the forward Wall as 
opposed to a “T” beam support found in today’s rearWardly 
reinforced ball striking Wall. It can be easily demonstrated 
by engineering calculation that I beam supports for trans 
verse loads are substantially stronger than T beam supports. 

The increase in the radius of gyration is accomplished by 
extending the heel and toe portions of the beyond present 
day parameters for high impact clubheads. These extensions 
provide greater effective heel and toe Weighting. The heel of 
the clubhead is formed by extending the club face signi? 
cantly beyond the hosel, that is, on the side of the hosel 
opposite the ball striking area, and extending the top Wall 
and rear Wall to accommodate this extended face. These 
extensions of the heel and toe are accomplished Without any 
signi?cant increase in overall clubhead Weights, by extend 
ing the clubhead top Wall doWnWardly almost to the plane of 
the sole plate, and ?attening the rear Wall almost to the plane 
of the sole plate. This design reduces perimeter Wall and sole 
plate Wall Weight for a given siZe head and enables the saved 
Weight to be positioned at the extended heel and toe portions 
of the clubhead. 

Another advantage in the doWnWard extension of the top 
Wall and the ?attening of the back Wall almost to the plane 
of the sole plate is that at speeds normally encountered in 
ball driving; i.e., 100 to 150 feet per second, the resulting 
aerodynamic shape of the head eliminates the negative drag 
caused by present day clubhead designs as the clubhead 
passes through the hitting area. This is accomplished by 
?rstly providing the top Wall With a knoWn airfoil shape in 
the vertical plane passing through the clubhead along the 
target line. Next, the clubhead back Wall is ?attened almost 
to the plane of the sole plate, and this results in the arc length 
of the top Wall being somewhat greater than the arc length 
of the sum of the sole plate and back Wall, all taken in that 
same vertical plane passing through the clubhead along the 
target line. FolloWing knoWn airfoil technology and the laW 
of continuity of matter, this con?guration results in the 
elimination of prior clubhead drag going through the ball 
striking area and in fact produces a slight upWard force on 
the clubhead as it passes through the hitting area, and this 
effects ball overspin Which is desirable in a driving club to 
produce increased total ball distance travel. Ball overspin of 
course causes the ball to roll further after it initially impacts 
With the ground. 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention Will 
appear more clearly from the folloWing detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a bottom frontal perspective of a golf clubhead 
according to the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a bottom rear perspective of the golf clubhead 
illustrated in FIG. 1, 

FIG. 3 is a front vieW of the golf clubhead illustrated in 
FIGS. 1 and 2; 

FIG. 4 is a rear vieW of the golf clubhead illustrated in 
FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 is a right side vieW of the golf clubhead illustrated 
in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 6 is a left side vieW of the golf clubhead illustrated 
in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 7 is a top vieW of the golf clubhead illustrated in FIG. 
1; 

FIG. 8 is a bottom vieW of the golf clubhead illustrated in 
FIG. 1. 

FIG. 9 is a front vieW of the golf clubhead Without the 
plastic insert and With the honeycombing partly fragmented; 
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6 
FIG. 10 is a longitudinal section taken generally along 

line 10—10 of FIG. 9; 
FIG. 11 is a fragmentary section illustrating the hosel in 

its relationship to the front supporting Wall taken generally 
along line 11—11 of FIG. 9; 

FIG. 12 is a fragmentary section taken generally along 
line 12—12 of FIG. 9; 

FIGS. 13 and 14 are enlarged front and side vieWs of one 
of the hexagonal cells that support the forWard Wall of the 
club face; 

FIG. 15 is a perspective vieW, similar to FIG. 1, With the 
plastic insert removed, and; 

FIG. 16 is a left side vieW, similar to FIG. 6, With the 
plastic insert removed. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring to the draWings and particularly FIGS. 1 to 8, a 
clubhead 10 is illustrated consisting of an investment cast 
clubhead body 12 With its forWard Wall covered by an in situ 
molded plastic insert 12 thereover. 
The clubhead 10 is preferably a thin Walled investment 

cast head constructed of a high strength metal alloy such as 
17-4 stainless steel or a high titanium content alloy With 
aluminum but certain aspects of the present invention can be 
utiliZed in clubheads constructed of other materials. The 
clubhead 10 is a holloW casting that is enclosed by a sole 
plate 14 constructed of the same material as the clubhead 
body 11. Sole plate 14 is also investment cast and connected 
to the clubhead body 11 by heliarc Welding around its 
perimeter. The investment casting techniques for the club 
head body 11, the sole plate 14, and the Welding of the sole 
plate 14 to the body 11 have been Well knoWn for at least the 
past eight years although the unique shape of the clubhead 
body 11 requires some modi?cation in the shape of the 
internal core pieces that form the shell of the body, but this 
presents no dif?cult molding problems particularly because 
the rear of the integral forWard Wall of the body 11 has no 
reinforcement that requires dif?cult core pulling. 
The forWard face of the forWard Wall 16 of the body 11 is 

integrally cast With the body 11 and it has a unit-cell pattern 
18 that projects forWardly from Wall 16 that supports, 
rigidi?es and reinforces the forWard Wall 16. 
The plastic insert 12 may be either cast over forWard Wall 

16 or molded in a pressure molding cycle. The material 
selected for insert 12 is an extremely high impact, durable 
and hard material, such as found in the thermosetting 
elastomeric materials, Which of course require a catalyst for 
polymeriZation. Insert 12 is translucent so the unit-cell 
structure 18 can be vieWed When the clubhead is assembled. 

There are epoxies that Will Work adequately. HoWever, the 
Shore D 50 to 75 durometer urethanes have been found to be 
superior to the epoxies and one such urethane is 
Andur®117500-DP manufactured by Anderson Develop 
ment Company of Adrian, Mich. Other manufacturers of 
similar urethane products include American Cyanimide 
Corp., Mobay Chemical Company and Uniroyal Chemical 
Company. 
1 Andur® is a registered trademark of Anderson Development Company. 

The clubhead body 11 is a single casting and in addition 
to the front or forWard supporting Wall 16 and the hexagonal 
unit cell structure 18 includes a top Wall 20 from Which a 
short hosel portion 21 projects, and as seen in FIG. 11, hosel 
portion 21 is part of a tubular hosel 22 that extends com 
pletely through the body 11 and connects to an opening 23 
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in sole plate 14 during assembly. The body 11 is completed 
by a rear Wall 24 that angles upwardly from the sole plate as 
seen in FIG. 6 in a vertical plane bisecting the clubhead 10 
along the target line at an angle of less than 20 degrees. 
As seen in FIG. 10, Which is a longitudinal section taken 

in a vertical plane extending along the target line at the 
geometric center of the club face, the distance A, Which is 
the distance from the plane of the ball striking surface 26 to 
the rear of the club, is slightly greater than the sum of the 
distances B and C, Which is the distance from the plane of 
the ball striking surface 26 to the rear of the club along the 
sole plate 14 and the rear Wall 24. Top Wall 20 has a standard 
airfoil section, and one found acceptable is airfoil section 
NACA 16-510, and the relationship between the distances of 
A, B and C eliminate doWnWard air foil drag on the clubhead 
through impact and in fact create a slight upWard lift. 
As noted above the hexagonal unit-cell structure 18 is 

integrally cast With the forWard Wall 16 and includes 
approximately four horiZontally staggered hexagonal cell 
roWs and ten plus vertical roWs. An exemplary cell 28 is 
illustrated in FIGS. 13 and 14 at a scale approximately tWice 
that illustrated in the other FIGS. Each cell is seen to include 
six Wall segments 29 each having a height from the forWard 
surface of Wall 16 of 0.150 inches, With a Wall thickness of 
0.0625, and the minor diameter Dm of the cell is 0.500 
inches. The height of the unit-cell structure 16, and thus of 
course the height of the ball striking surface 26, Hf as shoWn 
in FIG. 10, is at least 1.625 inches, and in that respect it 
conforms to the geometry of the enlarged club face head 
shoWn and described in connection With the above-noted 
Allen, US. Pat. No. 5,060,951. 

The thickness of Wall 16 is 0.070 inches Which, as Will be 
appreciated by those With skill in the art, is not by itself thick 
enough to provide the sole load supporting element in the 
face. HoWever, When reinforced by the deep depth honey 
comb unit-cell structure 18, and the urethane insert 12, the 
resulting composite Wall is far stronger than in any knoWn 
metallic clubhead conforming to standard Weight require 
ments. 

The insert 12 has a depth from its forWard surface 26 to 
the forWard surface of the face Wall 16 of 0.200 inches so 
that the insert projects forWardly from the forWard surface 
31 of the unit-cell structure 18 a distance of 0.050 inches, all 
resulting in a total composite forWard Wall thickness of 
0.270 inches. Obviously if one Were to construct a forWard 
Wall With a thickness of 0.270 inches in stainless steel, the 
resulting clubhead Weight Would be prohibitively high, but 
the resulting composite Wall designated by reference 
numeral 34 in FIGS. 10 and 11, has the same Weight as an 
equivalently siZed stainless steel Wall at 0.125 inches in 
thickness. The 0.125 inch forWard Wall is the minimum 
thickness forWard Wall in an investment cast 174 stainless 
steel clubhead that has the necessary structural integrity to 
Withstand the ball impact forces generated at clubhead 
speeds in the range of 100 to 150 feet per second, While at 
the same time maintaining overall clubhead Weight. 
As seen in FIGS. 11 and 12, the hosel tube 22 extends 

completely through the body It and is Welded at 35 around 
sole plate opening 23. Note that a major portion 22a of the 
hosel 22(see FIG. 9) projects through the forWard Wall 16 
and because the hosel 22 is ?xed to the top Wall at its upper 
end and the sole plate 14 at its loWer end, it provides a very 
effective supporting strut for forWard Wall 16 and in fact 
rigidi?es and strengthens forWard Wall 16 With the honey 
comb unit-cell structure 18. 
As seen in FIG. 11, face progression is determined by 

locating the forWard surface or the hosel tube 22 at point 37 
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8 
at the top of the clubhead ?ush in a vertical plane With the 
outer surface 31 of the unit-cell structure 18. The ball 
striking surface 26 hoWever, is 0.050 inches outWardly 
therefrom at point 37 because plastic insert 12 covers the 
outer surface 31 of the unit-cell structure by 0.050 inches. 
Note in the draWings the ball striking race 26, the forWard 
surface 31 of the unit-cell structure 18, and the integral 
supporting Wall 16 all have a loft angle of 10 degrees. This 
geometry establishes the face progression Which is de?ned 
in the at as the distance betWeen axis 39 of the hosel shaft 
to the leading edge 40 of club face 26 In the plane of FIG. 
11. 
An important aspect of the present invention is that toe 

portion 44 and clubbead heel portion 45 are in combination 
further from the geometric center 46 of the clubhead than in 
standard metal Woods, even the “jumbo” style metal Woods 
popular today. Toe portion 44 is 2.062 inches from center 46 
and heel portion 45 is 2.062 inches from the same point. This 
is effected by elongating toe portion 44 and Wrapping the top 
Wall 20 and the rear Wall 24 around the heel of the hosel tube 
22 forming a face Wall extension 26a as seen in FIG. 9, that 
is a substantial distance to the right of the hosel tube as seen 
in the frontal plane of FIG. 9. By locating the toe and heel 
portions 44 and 45 further from the geometric axis 46 of the 
clubhead, the radii of gyration of the clubhead about the ball 
impact point or the heel and toe are increased so the 
moments about the ball created by these heel and toe 
portions are proportionately increased. The heel portion 45 
extends 0.562 inches from the axis 39 of the hosel in a 
direction perpendicular to that axis. The extended heel and 
toe portions 44 and 45 are effected Without any signi?cant 
increase in overall Weight by ?attening the rear Wall 24 
toWard the plane of the sole plate 14 as seen in FIG. 6, and 
by the light Weight composite forWard face 34. An additional 
advantage in extending the heel 45 beyond the hosel tube 22 
is that it reduces the golfer’s tendency to slice, Which is 
caused by the clubhead cutting across the target line from 
right lo left at impact. 

This anti-slicing feature is enhanced in part because the 
changed geometry of the toe 44 and the heel 45 actually 
shifts the geometric center of the club face from point 47 to 
point 46 closer to the axis 39 of the club shaft. 

After the body 11 is investment cast and the sole plate 14 
Welded thereto, and the head is in its con?guration illustrated 
in FIG. 15, the forWard face of face Wall 16 and the 
honeycomb unit-cell structure 18 is sandblasted and vulca 
niZed With a suitable bonding agent. The clubhead is then 
placed and clamped into a mold having the geometry of the 
desired plastic insert 12 and the thermosetting material 
poured or injected into the mold, and then the mold and head 
are placed into an oven at approximately 310 degrees for 20 
minutes depending upon the manufacturer’s recommended 
polymeriZation parameters for the particular thermosetting 
elastomer utiliZed. And, after removing the composite club 
head from the mold, any ?ash can be removed in the ?nal 
?nishing operations. 

I claim: 
1. A [gold] golf club, comprising: a clubhead having a 

hosel receiving an elongated shaft, said clubhead being 
constructed of a metal alloy, said clubhead having a gener 
ally vertical impact supporting Wall With a plurality of 
integral interconnected bars for reinforcing the impact sup 
porting Wall projecting forWardly from the impact support 
ing Wall, said bars including a ?rst plurality of bars inter 
sected by a second plurality of bars forming a unit cell 
structure With a plurality of cells encapsulated by other cells, 
and a face Wall de?ning a ball striking surface integrally 
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bonded to and covering a forward surface of the impact 
supporting Wall and at least portions of the integral rein 
forcing bars, said clubhead being [case] cast separately from 
the face Wall. 

2. A [gold] golf club, as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the 
face Wall is constructed of a material easily moldable over 
the supporting Wall and reinforcing bars. 

3. A [gold] golf club, as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the 
club head is a composite high impact golf clubhead, Wherein 
the reinforcing bars from part of an “I” beam supporting 
structure for a composite impact Wall, said face Wall being 
formed over the supporting Wall and constructed of a 
different material therefrom having a forWard ball striking 
surface that together With the supporting Wall de?ne a 
composite ball striking Wall having increased strength and 
improved ball striking performance. 

4. An investment cast metal clubhead, comprising: an 
investment cast metal clubhead having an integral forWard 
Wall and a generally cup-shaped rear Wall surrounding a rear 
surface of the forWard Wall and extending only rearWardly 
therefrom, said forWard Wall and said rear Wall each having 
interior surfaces meeting at a junction line and forming an 
included angle therebetWeen, said included angle being less 
than 90 degrees in at least certain portions of the interior 
surfaces rendering dif?cult the removal of core pieces from 
the holloW interior of the clubhead during the investment 
cast molding process, said forWard Wall having a plurality or 
integral reinforcing elements projecting forWardly 
therefrom, and a ball striking face Wall situated over and in 
contact With the forWard Wall de?ning the ball striking 
surface, Whereby dif?cult to remove interior core pieces are 
eliminated. 

5. An investment cast metal clubhead, a de?ned in claim 
3, Wherein said ball striking face Wall is formed over both 
the forWard Wall and at least portions of the reinforcing 
elements, said face Wall having a forWard ball striking 
surface With a plurality of ball spin producing grooves 
therein. 

6. A golf club, comprising: a clubhead having a hosel 
receiving an elongated shaft, said clubhead being con 
structed of a metal alloy, said clubbead having a generally 
vertical impact supporting Wall With a plurality of integral 
reinforcing bars projecting forWardly from the impact sup 
porting face Wall, and a face Wall de?ning a ball striking 
surface integrally bonded to and covering a forWard surface 
of the impact supporting face Wall and at least portions of the 
integral reinforcing bars, said club head being a composite 
high impact golf clubbead, Wherein the reinforcing bars 
form part of an “I” beam supporting structure for a com 
posite impact Wall, said face Wall being formed over the 
supporting Wall and constructed of a different material 
therefrom having a forWard ball striking surface that 
together With the supporting Wall de?ne a composite ball 
striking Wall having increased strength and improved ball 
striking performance, said reinforcing bars projecting from 
the supporting Wall a distance less thin 0.250 inches, and 
said face Wall being formed betWeen the interstices of the 
reinforcing bars and engaging the supporting Wall to form an 
effective “I” beam composite forWard ball striking Wall 
having improved strength and Weight characteristics. 

7. A golf club, comprising: a clubhead having a hosel 
receiving an elongated shaft, said clubhead being con 
structed of a metal alloy, said clubhead having a generally 
vertical impact supporting Wall With a plurality of integral 
bars for reinforcing the impact supporting Wall projecting 
forWardly from the impact supporting Wall, and a face Wall 
de?ning a ball striking surface of the impact supporting Wall 
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and covering at least portions of the integral reinforcing 
bars, sad clubhead being cast separately from the face Wall, 
said face Wall being a moldable face Wall de?ning the ball 
striking surface covering and in contact With a forWard 
surface of the impact supporting Wall, said face Wall being 
constructed of a material having a density substantially less 
than the density of the clubhead so the composite of the 
clubhead and the face Wall are Within the limits of acceptable 
club total Weight and sWing Weight. 

8. An investment cast metal clubhead, comprising: an 
investment cast clubhead having an integral forWard Wall 
and a generally cup-shaped rear Wall surrounding a rear 
surface of the forWard Wall and extending only rearWardly 
therefrom, said forWard Wall and said rear Wall each having 
interior surface meeting at a junction line and forming an 
included angle therebetWeen, said included angle being less 
than 90 degrees in at least certain portions of the interior 
surfaces thereof rendering dif?cult the removal of core 
pieces from the halloW interior of the clubhead during the 
investment cast molding process said forWard Wall having a 
plurality of integral reinforcing elements projecting for 
Wardly therefrom, and a ball striking face Wall situated over 
and in contact With the forWard Wall de?ning the ball 
striking surface, Whereby dif?cult to remove interior core 
pieces are eliminated, said face Wall being constructed of a 
material having a density substantially less than the density 
of the clubhead so the composite of the clubhead and the 
face Wall is Within the limits of acceptable club total Weight 
and sWing Weigh. 

9. A method of manufacturing a composite golf clubhead, 
including the steps of forming a metal clubhead having in 
impact absorbing generally vertical forWard metal Wall, 
forming a plurality of integral reinforcing elements on a 
forWard surface of the impact Wall, and thereafter attaching 
a ball impact insert means on the reinforcing elements in 
intimate contact With the reinforcing elements and the 
forWard Wall to achieve an effective “I” beam supporting 
system consisting of the base vertical Wall, the reinforcing 
elements and the ball impact insert means, said ball impact 
insert means having a forWard surface de?ning the ball 
striking surface. 

10. A method of manufacturing a golf clubhead of com 
posite materials as de?ned in claim 9, Wherein the step of 
attaching a ball impact insert means over the impact Wall 
includes molding in situ a plastic material over the forWard 
Wall and into the interstices de?ned by the reinforcing 
elements. 

11. A method of manufacturing a golf clubhead of com 
posite materials, including the steps or molding a metallic 
base With a generally vertical impact absorbing Wall, form 
ing a plurality of reinforcing bars on the impact absorbing 
Wall projecting forWardly therefrom, placing a face mold 
over the impact absorbing Wall, and molding, using the face 
mold on the impact Wall, a material dissimilar to the base on 
the impact Wall. 

12. A high impact golf clubhead, comprising: a base 
including a high impact forWard Wall and a perimeter Wall 
surrounding the forWard Wall and de?ning a holloW area 
generally centrally behind the forWard Wall, said forWard 
Wall having a ball impacting face [Wall] With a plurality of 
generally parallel grooves therein, said ball impacting face 
having a vertical height of at least [1.4] 1.625 inches, said 
forWard Wall having a substantially uniform thickness inside 
the perimeter Wall to reduce clubhead Weight, said base 
having a shaft receiving hosel [therein] thereon having an 
aXis that de?nes With a leading edge of the forWard Wall a 
face progression, and means to increase the radius of gyra 
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tion of the base about a geometric impact center on the 
forward Wall including an extension of the perimeter Wall 
and the forward Wall outwardly from the hosel in a direction 
aWay from the impact center on the forWard Wall and 
perpendicular to the target line, said extension of the forWard 
Wall and the perimeter Wall not being greater than [0.625] 
0.562 inches from the axis of the hosel in a direction 
perpendicular to the hosel axis. 

13. A high impact golf clubhead, as de?ned in claim 12, 
Wherein the forWard Wall is a forWard generally vertical ball 
impact Wall having a forWard surface lofted to less than 15 
degrees, said base perimeter Wall surrounding the forWard 
Wall and extending rearWardly therefrom and converging 
rearWardly to envelope the forWard Wall and de?ne a holloW 
interior in the base, said base hosel being angled to provide 
a lie for the base, said forWard surface having a geometric 
center that de?nes the ball striking axis extending through 
the forWard Wall along the target line, said base perimeter 
Wall including a bottom Wall portion that extends outWardly 
from the hosel in a direction from the hosel axis opposite the 
target line, said perimeter Wall including a top Wall portion 
that meets and converges With the bottom Wall portion in a 
direction from the hosel axis opposite the target line, 
Whereby the forWard Wall extends a substantial distance 
from the hosel in a direction opposite the target line to 
increase the ball impact Wall forWard surface area. 

14. A high impact golf clubhead as de?ned in claim 13, 
Wherein the top Wall portion and the bottom Wall portion 
extend at least 0.500 inches from the axis of the hosel in a 
direction opposite the target line. 

15. A high impact golf clubhead, comprising: a metallic 
body having a substantially ?at ball striking Wall on one side 
thereof angularly related to a vertical plane to provide 
clubhead loft, said ball striking Wall having a plurality of 
generally parallel grooves therein and a face height of at 
least 1.40 inches, said [body] ball striking Wall having a 
substantially uniform thickness, said [body] ball striking 
Wall having a heel portion and a toe portion, said body 
having an integral hosel for receiving one end of a club shaft, 
means for perimeter Weighting the body including an inte 
gral metallic perimeter Wall surrounding at least a major 
portion of the [body] ball striking Wall and extending 
rearWardly therefrom forming a cavity in the rear of the 
clubhead With a bottom de?ned by the back of the ball 
striking Wall, and means for increasing the perimeter Weight 
ing of the clubhead including an extension of the heel 
portion of the [body] ball striking Wall a substantial distance 
on the side of the hosel opposite the Wall toe portion and 
perpendicular to the target line de?ning an extended heel 
portion and an extension of the perimeter Wall around the 
perimeter of the extended heel portion of the ball striking 
Wall, said hosel having an axis, said extension of the [body] 
ball striking Wall and said extension of the perimeter Wall 
not being greater than [0.625] 0.562 inches from the hosel 
axis in a direction perpendicular to the hosel axis. 

16. A high impact golf clubhead as de?ned in claim 15, 
Wherein the extended heel portion and the extended perim 
eter Wall project at least 0.500 inches in a direction perpen 
dicular to the axis of the hosel in a plane perpendicular to the 
target line. 

17. A high impact golf clubhead as de?ned in claim 15, 
Wherein the clubhead is a “Wood” and the perimeter Wall 
encloses the rear of the ball striking Wall. 

18. A high impact golf clubhead as de?ned in claim 15, 
Wherein the ball striking Wall has a loft of at least 9 degrees, 
perimeter Weighting the body including an integral metallic 
perimeter Wall surrounding at least a major portion of the 
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12 
ball striking Wall and extending rearWardly therefrom form 
ing a cavity in the rear of the clubhead With a bottom de?ned 
by the back of the ball striking Wall, and means for increas 
ing the perimeter Weighting of the clubhead including an 
extension of the heel portion of the ball striking Wall a 
substantial distance on the side of the hosel opposite the Wall 
toe portion and perpendicular to the target line de?ning an 
extended heel portion and an extension of the perimeter Wall 
around the perimeter of the extended heel portion of the ball 
striking Wall, said hosel having an axis, said extension of the 
ball striking Wall and said extension of the perimeter Wall 
not being greater than 0.562 inches from the hosel axis in a 
direction perpendicular to the hosel axis. 

19. A high impact golf clubhead, comprising: a metallic 
body having a substantially flat ball striking wall on one side 
thereof angularly related to a vertical plane to provide 
clubhead loft, said ball striking wall having a plurality of 
generally parallel grooves therein and a face height of at 
least 1.40 inches, said ball striking wall having a substan 
tially uniform thickness, said ball striking wall having a heel 
portion and a toe portion, said body having an integral hosel 
for receiving one end of a club shaft, means for perimeter 
weighting the body including an integral metallic perimeter 
wall surrounding at least a major portion of the ball striking 
wall and extending rearwardly therefrom forming a cavity in 
the rear of the clubhead with a bottom de?ned by the back 
of the ball striking wall, and means for increasing the 
perimeter weighting of the clubhead including an extension 
of the heel portion of the ball striking wall a substantial 
distance on the side of the hosel opposite the wall toe portion 
and perpendicular to the target line de?ning an extended 
heel portion and an extension of the perimeter wall around 
the perimeter of the extended heel portion of the ball striking 
wall, said hosel having an axis, said extension of the ball 
striking wall and said extension of the perimeter wall not 
being greater than about 0.5 62 inches from the hosel axis in 
a direction perpendicular to the hosel axis. 

20. A high impact golf clubhead, comprising: a metallic 
body having a substantially flat ball striking wall on one side 
thereof angularly related to a vertical plane to provide 
clubhead loft, said ball striking wall having a plurality of 
generally parallel grooves therein and a face height of at 
least 1.40 inches, said ball striking wall having a substan 
tially uniform thickness, said ball striking wall having a heel 
portion and a toe portion, said body having an integral hosel 
for receiving one end of a club shaft, means for perimeter 
weighting the body including an integral metallic perimeter 
wall surrounding at least a major portion of the ball striking 
wall and extending rearwardly therefrom forming a cavity in 
the rear of the clubhead with a bottom de?ned by the back 
of the ball striking wall, and means for increasing the 
perimeter weighting of the clubhead including an extension 
of the heel portion of the ball striking wall a substantial 
distance on the side of the hosel opposite the toe portion and 
perpendicular to the target line de?ning an extended heel 
portion and an extension of the perimeter wall around the 
perimeter of the extended heel portion of the ball striking 
wall, said hosel having an axis, said extension of the ball 
striking wall and said extension of the perimeter wall being 
about 0.500 inches from the hosel axis in a direction 
perpendicular to the hosel axis, said perimeter wall includ 
ing a top wall portion, a bottom wall portion and a rear wall 
portion, said rear wall portion and the top wall portion 
converging at an acute angle to de?ne a generally pointed 
heel tip. 

21. A high impact golf clubhead, comprising: a base 
including a high impact forward wall and a perimeter wall 
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surrounding the forward wall with a center and de?ning a 
hollow area generally centrally behind the forward wall, 
said forward wall having a ball impacting face wall with a 
plurality of generally parallel grooves therein and a face 
height of at least 1.40 inches, said forward wall having a 
substantially uniform thickness inside the perimeter wall to 
reduce clubhead weight, said base having a shaft receiving 
hosel therein having an axis that de?nes with a leading edge 
of the forward wall a face progression, and means to reduce 
a tendency to slice the golf ball including a substantial 
extension of the perimeter wall and the forward wall out 
wardly from the hosel in a direction away from the impact 
center on the forward wall and perpendicular to the target 
line, said extension being about 0.500 inches. 

22. A high impact golf clubhead comprising: a sloping 
front face having grooves therein, said front face having a 
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toe portion, a heel portion, and at its base a lower leading 
edge, said face being generally perpendicular to a target 
line that passes through the geometric center of the club 
face, said face having a face height of at least 1.40 inches, 
and an integral hosel segment including a bore for receiving 
a shaft; wherein the hosel segment is inset toward the target 
line from the heel portion, said face having a portion 
extending from the hosel in a direction opposite the geo 
metric center generally horizontally, a perimeter wall 
extending rearwardly from said face portion, and the axis of 
said hosel bore is spaced from said heel portion a distance 
of at least 0.500 inches but not more than 0.562 inches. 
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